This study presents how the Mobius transform can be used for Max-Min compositions of rules of the CADIAG-2. The algorithm for Mobius transform to find new weights of rules for CADIAG-2 is proposed. This method is tested for different examples and some remarks are indicated.
INTRODUCTION
CADIAG-2 is a medical diagnostic expert system based on Max-Min inference. The rule base of CADIAG-2 consists of rules with the form IF (antecedent) THEN (succedent).
Degrees of truth of rules in CADIAG-2 may be used as relative frequencies or their fuzzifications (Adlassnig, 1986; Adlassnig et al., 1986) . In (Hajek, Nguyen, 1995) , we have studied how CADIAG-2 is embedded into MYCINlike systems if we replace Max of MaxMin composition of CADIAG-2 by a suitable t-cornom and we propose confirmation and exclusion gives the same results at the corresponding MYCIN-like system. In (Hajek, Havranek, Jirousek, 1992 ) an algorithm of Mobius transform for MYCIN-like systems which allows to determine the weight of a rule from the corresponding expert's belief was proposed. The new rule base produces from the coresponding expert's belief was proposed. The new rule base produces global weights compatible with the expert's beliefs. In this study, the question is that how much the Mobius transform can be used for MaxMin compositions of rules of CADIAG-2. The answer is that it is possible, but only if negative weights are introduced. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents an algorithm for construction of Mobius transform for MaxMin inference of CADIAG-2 allowing to find new weights such that the values of composition of rules satisfying to expert's beliefs. Section 3 verifies several examples by the above described algorithm and finally, some conclusions are reported.
CONSTRUCTION OF MOBIUS TRANSFORM FOR CADIAG-2
For construction of Mobius transform algorithm for CADIAG-2, we need add some definitions extending CADIAG-2 by negative knowledge. Definition 1. A fuzzy patient data patient Pq consists of values -i., (Pq, Si) -degree of confirmation and fl-Rps (P q , Si) -degree of exclusion for i = 1, ... , m.
Assume that, at least, -i., (Pp, Si) For example, give a fuzzy patient data in Table 1 . 
a where J.LR+ (Ei' Dj)'
SD
Now we are going define the total degree of confirmation and exclusion of diagnisis as a combination of degree of confirmation and degree of exclusion. We shall see that it is more convenient use their difference in the sence of a operation on (-1,1) than just their difference as reals.
Definition 6. Given a patient data, the total degree for confirmation and exclusion of diagnosis by patient Pq from observed symptom S; is: 
where E~varies over all elementary conjunctions of symptoms for which
SD -SD
Remark: note that of the patient data are three-valued, i.e. given by an elementary conjunction Eq, then this reduces to J.
and it is similar for J.LR-(Pq, Dj).
SD
Let us recall some notions on EDand e on (-1,1) 1992 , 1994 ).
-Operation EDis an odered Abelian group, extended to extremals: 
PD-PD
To this end we represent the exclusion as negative confirmation, so we take 
SD
We consider the following cases:
operation E9 is defined as in (9) .
operation e is defined as in (10) and we get (14) for each (Dj, Eq) in the domain fJ. >°thenM+ > ato t (D·IE).
In an analogous way, we get because J.lR-(Eq, Dj = 0, and thus SD and the equation (14) holds.
Second, for the case Mto t = /11°b(DjIEq) < 0, the proof is quite similar.
We have and
we get and the equation (14) holds that the equation (14) holds. This complettes the proof of the theorem.
The following example shows that (22) Apply operation El7 in (9) 
SOME EXAMPLES
We discuss the following conditional weight system fl. We apply the above algorithm to compute new weights using MinMax composition of rules of CADI-AG-2:
For every example, we apply Mobius transfrom to the given fl of using MaxMin Composition of CADIAG-2 that we find new weight JlR+ (5i, Dj) and JlR-(Si, Dj)
In all examples, we assume Jl~ps (Pq, 5d = Jl~ps (Pq, 52) = 1.
We use PROSPECTOR group operation ED and e defined in (9) , ( 
E~CSIAS2

PS SD
In similar, we get
On the other hand, 
where 0.7 EB0.7 = 0.9395 (using (9) In similar, we get From results above, having Mto t < fJ1°Jy(DI8 1 1\ 8 2 ) then put = 0 E9 0.7 = 0.7. We receive the following new rule base: (9)). We receive the following new rule base:
From (6) From results above, having M tot > t3~O~(DI81/\ 82) then put = 0.3 e -0.7 = 0.3 EB0.7 = 0.8264 (using (9)). We receive the following new rule base: 
CONCLUSION
In this study, we have described an algorithm using Mobius transform to compute new rule base for CADIAG-2. We have extended CADIAG-2 by including fuzzy negative knowledge. To apply Mobius transform for CADIAG-2 means to find new weights J.LR+ (8i' Dj) and J.LR-(8i' Dj) of fuzzy rules that for each Thus this algorithm garantees that using generalized MaxMin inference of CA-DIAG-2 the inference machine will reproduce the expert's stated beliefs as total degrees of confirmation and exclusion. To illustrate this algorithm, several examples are examined.
